
english version

Invitation to everyone to participate in the project: 

www.howtosurvivesuperniceandsupersexy.shop

A collection of instructions for action in times of crisis.

Not only the virus, but above all hegemonies, such as the state, the economy and neoliberal structures, 
dictate our lives with numerous restrictions and that to an increasing global extent. On the other hand, 
exchange, both material and immaterial, ensures survival (does it?). How does turbo-capitalism and 
consumption behave in times of crisis? Multi-media bindge-watching of news / trash, waiting for the next 
free-to-order order or asceticism and escape to the country with or without water & electricity? What effects 
can we expect and what remains to be done between dys- and utopia? Should you do anything at all?

With these background ideas in mind, I invite you all to develop new INSTRUCTIONS in times of crisis, 
which are made available for free and free of charge to EVERYONE via a download link and which are 
published collectively at the URL. The aim is to offer society as many and diverse options as possible.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE:

→ Formulate an OPERATING INSTRUCTION on a PDF page.

→ The medium does not matter. It can be a sentence, a drawing, a plan, a recipe, an exercise, a 
narrative, photography, painting, a note, or something else.

→ Video / sound works, URLs, etc. are also possible by formulating a link.

→ The instruction may or may not take a position on the crisis, etc..

→ Important - the PDF should only consist of 2 pages:

First page describes your instructions

Second page is for your introduction as an artist

�  Send your PDF as soon as possible to: mail@neleka.de

If the project is funded (in progress), a print version with all submitted PDFs is planned for the jointly 
developed collection in the future.

If you have any questions, write me a mail! I look forward to your active participation!

best regards

Neleka

(Klasse ehem.Voigt, Sieverding)

mailto:mail@neleka.de

